SOLITAIRE GLOBAL
SCHOOLS
HELPING STUDENTS DISCOVER THEIR TRUE POTENTIAL

Through its dynamic curriculum and highly qualified experts,
Solitaire Global Schools is inculcating self-awareness in
its students, promoting their holistic development and is
grooming them to become responsible global citizens
ounded in 2017
in
Attapur,
Hyderabad,
Solitaire Global
Schools delivers
world-class education to its
800+ students. It started its
journey with a committed team
of 80 highly qualified teaching
& non-teaching staff, and has
been growing at a swift pace.
It is set up on a campus
area of 3 acres with sound
infrastructure. It aims to be a
truly modern school through
smart classes, digital textbooks,
high-end laboratories, a state-

of-the-art library, multipurpose
auditorium, hygienic cafeteria,
enormous
playground,
basketball court, visual arts
studio and swimming pool
combined with world-class
safety and security measures.

p a n d a n
Diagnostic
Center Pvt. Ltd.
was established
in the year 1995
in Rabindranagar, the hub of
Midnapur town. The legacy
began with one centre which
grew steadily and gained the
trust of the people. Gradually,
Spandan Group expanded to
Kharagpur, C K Town, Tamluk,
Jhargram and Ghantal and
established a colossal 101
bedded
multi-speciality
hospital in Midnapur.
After achieving phenomenal
success and patient loyalty,
Spandan was motivated to
fabricate a full-fledged Super
Speciality Hospital in Kolkata,
India. This vision gave rise to
a 150 bedded multi-speciality
hospital with an efficient
OPD, diagnostics with MRI
and CT scans, round-theclock ambulance services,
emergency
care,
dialysis

ward, top-notch neo-natal
care and much more. All the
ventures of Spandan Group
have been quite popular and
are a benchmark of excellence
in the medical sector.
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GLOBAL IN APPROACH
The school is renowned
for its exclusively designed
curriculum
that
teaches
students how to effectively
utilise their knowledge in more
challenging ways that help
them understand the core of
the subjects. All the subjects

UNMATCHED SERVICE
Spandan Group caters to
10,000+ patients everyday
through its various branches.
Considering the importance of
mental peace of the patients, it
provides quick service, a feelgood environment, friendly
paramedical staff and 24-hours
operational help-desk.
Having started with one
centre, Spandan Group grew
at an impressive rate and
presently has 72 diagnostic
centres and 2 hospitals. It also
has the highest number of CT
scan machines in South East
Asia. It will soon accomplish
its goal of establishing 100
centres and one more hospital
in future.

are selected and approved by
the University of Cambridge,
U.K. It also conducts extensive
training programs for its
teachers
It has obtained 2nd Place in
interstate football competition
in Rajasthan, 1st in best-out-ofwaste interschool competition,
10 Gold medals in Karate in
interschool competition and

Olympiad gold medals in
multiple subjects. A member
of MISA, it places emphasis
on imparting holistic education
that blends Indian traditional
values with modern innovative
methods of learning. Thus,
it equips the students with
independent thinking, polished
communication skills and a
sense of social responsibility.

SPANDAN GROUP
MODERN AND METICULOUS CARE

A trustworthy brand in modern medical care, Spandan Group
is renowned for its multi-speciality hospitals & state-of-theart diagnostic centres, and is the largest chain of diagnostic
centres across Eastern & Northeastern parts of India
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